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Reveal Lift Coffee Table

Price: $1,799.00 See Product Details

Lead Time: Arrives in 4-6 weeks

A beautifully functional lift-top coffee table, Reveal combines an easily raised satin-etched tempered glass top,
hidden and open storage, and a sturdy steel base to provide the ultimate combination of function, versatility,
and modern style.

Details

Description

The Reveal coffee table top raises to a comfortable height for seated use, while storage compartments keep
everyday essentials from gaming controllers to remote controls, laptops, and reading material close at hand.

Whether as a versatile workspace or an attractive coffee or side table, these unique designs smoothly glide from
their lowered position to the perfect height for work or play.

Smooth Operator

Pneumatic supports provide a smooth opening and closing motion aided by a contoured finger-pull notch under
the tabletop surface.

Satin-etched Glass

The durable—yet incredibly soft-to-the-touch—satin-etched glass top surface is forgiving of fingerprints and
daily use, concealing a larger storage compartment contained underneath when closed.



Stowaway

Reveal's side storage is ideal for easy access to smaller items like remotes and game controllers, while the
larger concealed storage is perfect for a laptop, books, or other neatly tucked away items.

More Than Meets the Eye

Reveal is so much more than a beautiful coffee table. It's a versatile motion table with so many practical
applications, from a convenient workspace to a place to enjoy a meal in front of the television or keep essentials
organized and within reach.

Specifications

Features

Steel Support
Adjustable Levelers
Pneumatic Lift Mechanism
Hidden Storage
Side Storage

Materials

Satin-Etched Tempered Glass
Hardwood Veneer
Powder Coated Steel

Dimensions

15.5H x 48W x 27D in (40H x 122W x 169D cm)

View in your Space

Scan the QR Code to view the Reveal Lift Coffee table in your own room with your phone/tablet

https://www.petersbilliards.com/furniture/reveal-lift-coffee-table
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